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Need your mini therapy trained? Will train it for
you!

POA

Description

www.therapyminiatures.com or Please call or text us at **941-548-MINI** for info on our program and pricing.
www.therapyhorsetraining.com - AS SEEN ON TV! We have over 24 years of experience therapy training
horses! and we are proud to offer our superior therapy horse training services to the public. Often imitated but
never duplicated, we LOVE what we do and we LOVE our horses! Besides having extensive horse knowledge
and years of horse training experience, the kindness and love we have for these horses shows through our
training! Each horse is treated as part of the family!. We are the Best! We pride ourselves in being the best in the
country and we have many clients all over the USA and in other countries! Our top notch therapy training
services are located at our new and beautiful farm in Bradenton, Florida. There will only be 3 training spots
available at our farm in Florida and only during selected months so spots are limited and are booking fast! The
horse must meet our temperament requirements before being accepted! The mini also must be 32" or less and
have proof of current vaccinations given by a licensed vet and a negative coggins. Insurance on your horse is
recommended but not required. Our Therapy Training Program ranges from $2500-$4500 depending how many
months the mini stays with us for training. Prices includes full board - hay, grain, stall cleaning, farrier work if
needed, worming, and daily turnout as well as a therapy registration, personalized therapy vest with your horse's
name and your farm name on it as well as shoes for your mini). Besides the therapy training, we can even teach
your horse obstacle work as well as a few tricks such as bowing, getting on a platform, counting and dunking a
basketball or picking up a bear so you can entertain audiences when you travel to nursing facilities!. So your
horse will be getting both therapy training & trick & obstacle training! We also will show you how to handle your
newly trained therapy trick horse! Anyone that has witnessed the remarkable effect these little horses have with
special kids, patients and the elderly, have seen the amazing healing like abilities horses have as therapy
animals. Horses in general have a natural built in sense to know when someone really needs that nuzzling kiss
on their cheek or be given a warm hug by wrapping their hands around their soft neck. Even as simple as just
running their fingers gently through their beautiful flowing mane will bring a smile to anyone. The love a therapy
horse gives is immeasurable and their touch is truly magical in every sense. Together we all can make a
difference! Feel free to call or text us at **941-548-MINI** for info on our therapy training or on available therapy
horses.



Name: Please call or text us at *941-548-MINI*  Gender: Mare

Temperament: 1 - Calm (Bomb Proof) (1 - calm; 10 -
spirited)  Registered: Yes
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